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NAACP Leaders Charged with Promoting Genocide
In a blistering statement earlier today, NSM Commander Jeff Schoep, leader of the nation’s largest
pro-White Civil Rights organization, the National Socialist Movement has charged that the NAACP (and other
pro-diversity groups) are guilty of promoting genocide against Whites on a global scale:
http://www.nsm88.org/press/PRESSRELEASEWhiteRightsLeaderCallsNAACPRacist.pdf.
In response to opposition group’s efforts to nullify in advance the effects of his organization's rally in
Rome, Georgia this upcoming Saturday, the outspoken Civil Rights leader stated, “Leaders and supporters of
efforts to repress political representation and freedom of speech are in violation of International law and need to
be held accountable.”
“Understand that the deliberate cultural displacement of Whites across the entire First
World by promoting open borders is in violation of the United Nations Convention On The Prevention Of
Genocide, and therefore are guilty of crimes against Humanity and guilty of promoting Genocide.”
“It is past time for the White majority in America to stand up in defense of their Race and begin legally
expelling members of Congress and the Judiciary, and charge and bring to justice those that have betrayed this
nation. Members of the mainstream media who are guilty of actively covering up these crimes also need to be
expelled as well,” added Commander Schoep.
“There has been a mass awakening on a Global scale to the fact that multiculturalism is a failed social
experiment, and that Nationalism is the true vision of the New World – The 'Day Of Reckoning' is coming!”
The National Socialist Movement is a Detroit-based Civil Rights organization, and is the only group
invited to represent White Civil Rights at the Conversation on Race summit on race relations
(http://www.nsm88.org/reports/AfterActionReport_LA_CA_Feb_2014.htm) held by Black Civil Rights
advocates in Beverly Hills, CA. In 2014. The National Socialist Movement has been in existence since 1974.
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